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THE BMW 6 SERIES GRAN TURISMO.
IT ALL STARTS WITH IMAGINATION.
IT'S IMPORTANT FOR IT TO RUN WILD. TO LET IT TRAVEL TO PLACES NEVER BEEN BEFORE
AND SEE THINGS NEVER EXPERIENCED. TO SOAR ABOVE THE NOISE IN SEARCH OF AN IDEA
THAT SHATTERS STEREOTYPES.
AN IDEA THAT'S TRULY INDIVIDUAL, YEARNING TO BREAK AWAY FROM THE HERD,
IN PURSUIT OF A GREATER TOMORROW.
AND WHEN YOU DO FIND IT, TAKE THE TIME TO CRAFT IT, SCULPT IT, ADORN IT AND
TURN IT INTO SOMETHING FAR MORE SUPERIOR. SOMETHING AWE-INSPIRING. ORIGINAL.
THE BMW 6 SERIES GRAN TURISMO COMBINES UNIQUENESS AND CONFIDENT ELEGANCE
PERFECTLY, TURNING EVERY MOMENT INTO A SOURCE OF JOY. ONLY THEN DO YOU
BECOME TRULY DISTINCTIVE.

AN ALL-NEW WAY TO TURN HEADS.
THE LEADING LOOK.

COUPE-STYLE ROOFLINE AND ELEGANT CONTOURS • LONG WHEELBASE AND SETBACK GREENHOUSE • FRAMELESS WINDOWS.
EVEN THE LONGEST JOURNEY FEELS TOO SHORT.

- GENEROUS HEAD AND LEGROOM
- PANORAMA GLASS ROOF
- REAR SEAT ENTERTAINMENT WITH TOUCH FUNCTIONALITY
- 4-ZONE AIR CONDITIONING
- ELECTRICALLY ADJUSTABLE REAR SEATS WITH ADDDED COMFORT
- REAR HEADREST WITH COMFORT CUSHIONS
- AMBIENT LIGHT
- HARMAN KARDON SURROUND SOUND SYSTEM
STAY IN THE KNOW AS YOU GO.

BMW GESTURE CONTROL ■ APPLE CARPLAY®
■ BMW VIRTUAL ASSISTANT ■ 10.25" TOUCH DISPLAY
WITH CONFIGURABLE HOME SCREEN ■ IDRIVE TOUCH CONTROLLER
WITH HANDWRITING RECOGNITION
FUNCTIONALITY MEETS DYNAMICS.

ACTIVE REAR SPOILER • SCULPTED 3D LED REAR LIGHTS • AIR BREATHER • SPACIOUS LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT WITH THROUGH-LOADING SYSTEM
DYNAMICS ROOTED IN INNOVATION.

ACTIVE AIR STREAM KIDNEY GRILLE WITH WIDE GRILLE FRAME
- ADAPTIVE LED HEADLIGHTS
- ADAPTIVE AIR SUSPENSION
- BMW DISPLAY KEY
- REMOTE CONTROL PARKING
BMW TWIN POWER TURBO ENGINES.

MORE DRIVING PLEASURE, LESS EMISSIONS.

BMW EfficientDynamics is a technology package that includes not only the drive, but rather the whole vehicle concept and intelligent energy management. Provided as standard in every BMW, a variety of innovative technologies contribute to continuously improving efficiency.

MORE SPEED, LESS WEIGHT.

BMW EfficientLightweight showcases the ultimate in efficient, dynamic driving. Thanks to the intelligent use of especially lightweight and stiff materials - such as aluminium in the chassis, high strength steel in the body or ultra modern magnesium alloys in the engine - fuel consumption is reduced, while driving performance and dynamics are improved.

AERODYNAMICS.

With targeted measures focusing on Aerodynamics, BMW has optimised drag coefficient and efficiency as well as interior acoustics. The Active Air Stream Kidney Grille, the Air Breather and the Air Curtain on the front wheels are all targeted and detailed measures to further reduce air resistance.

START-STOP FUNCTION.

The Start-Stop function enhances fuel efficiency by switching off the engine when the vehicle comes to a temporary standstill. Once the brake pedal is released, the engine starts up again almost instantly.

MORE POWER FROM LESS FUEL.

Consume less, experience more – the BMW TwinPower Turbo Engines offer the greatest possible dynamic performance with the greatest possible efficiency, thanks to the newest injection systems, variable output control and sophisticated turbocharger technology.

DRIVING EXPERIENCE CONTROL.

The Driving Experience Control offers the driver the choice between the COMFORT Mode, COMFORT+ Mode, ECO PRO Mode and SPORT Mode. The new interactive function, ADAPTIVE Mode, continuously adjusts the Dynamic Damper Control, the steering and the steptronic transmission to suit the current driving situation.

BMW 620d
- BMW TwinPower Turbo 4-cylinder diesel engine with 140 kW (190 hp) and 400 Nm torque
- Acceleration 0–100 km/h: 7.9 s
- Top speed: 220 km/h
- Fuel economy km/l: 18.65
- CO2 emissions g/km: 142.001

BMW 630i
- BMW TwinPower Turbo 4-cylinder petrol engine with 190 kW (258 hp) and 400 Nm torque
- Acceleration 0–100 km/h: 6.3 s
- Top speed: 250 km/h
- Fuel economy km/l: 13.38
- CO2 emissions g/km: 178.001

BMW 630d
- BMW TwinPower Turbo 6-cylinder diesel engine with 195 kW (265 hp) and 620 Nm torque
- Acceleration 0–100 km/h: 6.1 s
- Top speed: 250 km/h
- Fuel economy km/l: 17.09
- CO2 emissions g/km: 155.001

1 Performance data as measured in the emission test done under controlled conditions of environment, driving cycle, fuel, etc. as specified in Rule 115 of Central Motor Vehicle Rules, 1989.

DYNAMICS AND EFFICIENCY.
BMW ConnectedDrive.
So connected, you’re free.

With **BMW Gesture Control**, selected functions can be operated by means of defined hand movements. Simple gestures such as ‘swiping’ or ‘pointing’ are identified in the recognition area above the centre console and trigger functions such as accepting or rejecting an incoming telephone call, proceeding or cancelling navigation as well as starting and ending voice recordings.

The newly developed interface design of **BMW Live Cockpit Professional with Navigation** makes using the infotainment system in the BMW 6 Series Gran Turismo easier, more lucid and intuitive with the latest BMW Operating System 7.0. The 26 cm (10.25") LCD display has Touch Functionality, configurable home screen, 3D Maps and can also be operated through IDrive Touch Controller and Voice Control.

**Parking Assistant with Surround View Camera** makes parking and manoeuvring the vehicle easier. The Parking Assistant with linear guidance parks the vehicle automatically, parallel or perpendicular to the street. Surround View includes the camera-based functions like Rear View Camera, Panorama View, Top View and 3D View. The cameras in the exterior mirrors as well as at the front and rear of the vehicle allow for a 360° all-around view.

The newly designed **Instrument Display** with Black Panel technology and a screen diagonal of 31.2 cm (12.3") provides a highly impressive visualisation of the driving experience. The different modes and their specific displays – each of which has its own colour scheme and graphic style – can be displayed in the instrument cluster.

Preparation for **Apple CarPlay®** supports the convenient and wireless use of selected iPhone® functions in the vehicle. This allows smartphone content and functions such as music, Messages/text messages, telephony, Siri and selected third-party apps to be displayed and operated via the vehicle’s user interface and via voice control.

**Good evening**

What can I help you with?

‘Hello, BMW. Who are you?’ Wouldn’t it be incredible if your BMW acted like your personal assistant? Communicate in a new and easy way with your vehicle using the BMW Virtual Assistant. It understands you, and helps out whatever the situation. It can explain everything about your vehicle and helps you get better acquainted with your BMW. You can even assign your own personal activation word.

---
1. Apps available on Apple CarPlay® is dependent on country specific offer by Apple.
2. The compatibility and range of functions from Apple CarPlay® depend on the model year and the software installed on the iPhone®. When the Apple CarPlay® preparation is used, selected vehicle data is transferred to the phone. The mobile phone manufacturer is responsible for further data processing.
SUSPENSION AND SAFETY.

The **8-Speed Steptronic Sport Transmission** offers incredibly sporty gear changes. In addition to automatic gear selection, dynamic gear changes can also be done manually via the gear lever or gear shift paddles. Its range is perfect for everything from comfortable coasting to very dynamic driving style.

In **SPORT** mode and with the gear lever in the left-hand S/M position, the gear shifts are configured for maximum performance. The Launch Control function permits maximum acceleration from standing start.

The **8-Speed Steptronic Sport Transmission** works together with the engine to deliver smooth gear shifts and highly convincing figures in efficiency, power delivery and shift comfort.

The **Adaptive 2-Axle Air Suspension** ensures extremely comfortable driving and suspension dynamics. The driving dynamics also benefit from the perfectly consistent elevation, even if the vehicle is fully loaded.

Unlike steel suspension, air suspension consists of air-filled rubber pads whereby the pressure inside the pads is continually adjusted to the driving situation.

Additionally, a vehicle can be raised by 20 mm using a separate control unit at a speed of up to 35 km/hr. In order to reduce air resistance and lower the car’s centre of gravity, the vehicle is automatically lowered in **SPORT** mode or when traveling at high speed.

The **Adaptive LED Headlights** ensure optimum illumination and visibility in every driving situation significantly improving active safety. In addition to indicators and daytime running lights, it includes the Adaptive headlight function with variable city and motorway light distribution, cornering lights as well as BMW Selective Beam which automatically switches between the low and high-beam lights. The system ensures ideal illumination of the road whatever the conditions and consumes less energy than conventional light systems thanks to its LED technology.

**Dynamic Stability Control (DSC)** permanently assesses the vehicle’s movements and stabilises it using engine and braking regulation when unstable driving conditions are detected. Additional features of DSC are, for example, brake drying, braking readiness or the Hill-Start assistant, which holds the vehicle briefly in place when starting on inclines to prevent it from rolling backwards.

**Airbags for driver and front passenger** are part of the optimally coordinated safety components in a BMW. Overall, six airbags provide targeted protection: the driver and front passenger airbags, the head airbags for the entire window surface on the side and the side airbags integrated into the front seat backrests.
EQUIPMENT HIGHLIGHTS.

The Welcome Light Carpet function illuminates the area in front of the car doors in white, creating an elegantly hospitable impression. Ambient light creates a relaxed, cozy lighting atmosphere in the interior, and features vicinity illumination in the exterior door handles. There are eleven predefined light designs available in six different colours, with contour and ambient lighting on the instrument panel, door trim and centre console.

The Active Rear Spoiler automatically extends at a speed of over 110 km/h and retracts once the speed returns to 70 km/h in order to improve stability.

The Adaptive LED headlights include BMW Selective Beam, cornering lights and adaptive headlights. The light colour is similar to daylight and provides an ideal, even illumination of the road to improve visibility and make driving in the dark less tiring. The iconic light design with four light elements makes the vehicle recognisable as a BMW even at night.

When open, the Panorama glass roof provides a great deal of fresh air. And when closed, it creates a bright, light-flooded atmosphere in the interior. It opens and closes completely automatically at the push of a button, or remotely, and is equipped with slide and lift functions, roller sunblind and wind deflector.

The doors with frameless windows convey lightness, creating a distinctly dynamic and elegant appearance reminiscent of a coupé.

The Adaptive LED headlights include BMW Selective Beam, cornering lights and adaptive headlights. The light colour is similar to daylight and provides an ideal, even illumination of the road to improve visibility and make driving in the dark less tiring. The iconic light design with four light elements makes the vehicle recognisable as a BMW even at night.

The rear lights with lighting elements in LED technology consist of individual high-performance LED lighting elements and have the characteristic, striking BMW L-shape, meaning that the vehicle is clearly recognisable as a BMW even in the dark.
The instrument panel in Sensatec lends the interior of the vehicle a highly exclusive atmosphere. The artificial leather is applied directly to a semi-rigid foam and features an impressively soft surface.

The electric Roller Sunblind for side window provides protection against strong direct sunlight and help prevent the interior from heating up too quickly.

Preparation for Apple CarPlay® supports the convenient and wireless use of selected iPhone® functions in the vehicle. This allows smartphone content and functions such as music, Messages, text messages, telephone, Siri and select third-party apps to be displayed and operated via the vehicle’s user interface and Voice Control.

Electrically adjustable Rear Seats with added comfort; Headrest with comfort cushions in Alcantara.

The automatic air conditioning with 4-zone control comes with the equipment included in Automatic air conditioning with 2-zone control with extended content, along with two air vents in the B columns.

Rear Seat Entertainment Professional includes two 10.2" HD colour screens that makes it possible to enjoy media or use the navigation system while on the road. Operated by touch on display, it offers connectivity for MP3 players, game consoles, USB devices and headphones. The system also supports BluRay® and HDMI input.

Preparation for Apple CarPlay® supports the convenient and wireless use of selected iPhone® functions in the vehicle. This allows smartphone content and functions such as music, Messages, text messages, telephone, Siri and select third-party apps to be displayed and operated via the vehicle’s user interface and Voice Control.

The BMW Display Key shows various information about the vehicle’s status and allows selected functions to be controlled with an integrated touch display.

The BMW 6 Series Gran Turismo is equipped with the Harman Kardon Surround System. Supreme listening pleasure and a magnificent driving sensation merge into one unique experience. Sixteen active speakers with a total of 600 watts produce music in brilliant quality.

The Rear-View Camera enables improved orientation when reversing at speeds below 15 km/h, for example when parking. It shows the area behind the car on the Control Display. Interactive track lines for measuring distance and turning circles assist the driver when manoeuvring, obstacles are marked in colour.

The newly designed Instrument Display with Black Panel technology and a screen diagonal of 31.2 cm (12.3’’) provides a highly impressive visualisation of the driving experience. The different modes and their specific displays – each of which has its own colour scheme and graphic style – can be displayed in the instrument cluster.

1 Apps available on Apple CarPlay® is dependent on country specific offer by Apple.
2 The compatibility and range of functions from Apple CarPlay® depend on the model year and the software installed on the iPhone®. When the Apple CarPlay® preparation is used, selected vehicle data is transferred to the phone. The mobile phone manufacturer is responsible for further data processing.
3 Not part of standard equipment.

EQUIPMENT HIGHLIGHTS.
Comfort Seats for driver and front passenger include active headrests and can be adjusted electrically in various ways. Lumbar support and memory function for driver and front passenger provide a perfect seating position.

Electronic equipment: The Surround View system makes parking easier by making the area around the car visible with Top View, a Panorama View with automatic activation as well as a 3D View.

Exclusive Leather ‘Nappa’ exclusive stitching/piping in contrast; Headrest with comfort cushions in Alcantara.

Telemphony with wireless charging includes a wireless charging dock and additional USB ports. A roof aerial connection improves mobile reception. Two mobile telephones and an audio player can be connected simultaneously via Bluetooth.

Parking Assistant makes parking and manoeuvring the vehicle easier. The Parking Assistant with linear guidance parks the vehicle automatically, parallel or perpendicular to the street. If the driver parks manually without the help of the Parking Assistant, Active Park Distance Control (PDC) offers additional protection against damage with Lateral parking aid.

Effortless and quiet: soft close automatic ensures that the doors are securely closed with a minimum of exertion and without unpleasant noise.

The Remote Control Parking function allows the driver to conveniently get out of the vehicle before parking it via remote control by moving it forward into, or reversing out of a tight parking space or garage. The Remote Control Parking function is activated by the driver once outside the car, with the BMW display key.

The high-performance M Sport brakes are distinguished by exclusive blue brake calipers with M designation and outstanding braking performance (Standard for M Sport models).

The comfort access system makes it possible to open all four vehicle doors, including the luggage compartment, without using the key. This equipment option includes contactless opening and closing of the tailgate with a quick wave of the hand under the rear bumper.

Automatic tailgate operation allows the convenient opening and closing of the tailgate by simply pressing the button on the inside of the tailgate.

The high-performance M Sport brakes are distinguished by exclusive blue brake calipers with M designation and outstanding braking performance (Standard for M Sport models).

Effortless and quiet: soft close automatic ensures that the doors are securely closed with a minimum of exertion and without unpleasant noise.

The Remote Control Parking function allows the driver to conveniently get out of the vehicle before parking it via remote control by moving it forward into, or reversing out of a tight parking space or garage. The Remote Control Parking function is activated by the driver once outside the car, with the BMW display key.

Supports inductive charging for Qi-compatible mobile phones. Special charging cases are available from Original BMW Accessories for selected smartphones that do not support the Qi standard for inductive charging.
Luxury Line exterior equipment:
- BMW Kidney Grille with vertical slats and grille frame in Chrome High-Gloss
- Front bumper with specific design elements in Chrome High-Gloss
- LED fog lights
- Side window surrounds in Chrome High-Gloss
- B-pillar, mirror base and mirror foot in Black High-Gloss
- Rear bumper with specific horizontal design elements on the rear diffuser in Chrome High-Gloss
- Tailpipe trim in Chrome High-Gloss, circular on both sides
- 18" light alloy wheels V-spoke style 684

Luxury Line interior equipment:
- Door sill finishers in Aluminium, illuminated with 'Luxury Line' lettering
- Seats in 'Dakota Leather' with line-specific stitching and leather piping
- Sport leather steering wheel with multifunction buttons
- Car key with buttons and Chrome detailing in High-Gloss
- Instrument panel in Sensatec
- Galvano embellisher for controls
- Instrument panel in Sensatec
- 'Dakota Leather' with line-specific stitching and leather piping
- Sport leather steering wheel with multifunction buttons
- Car key with buttons and Chrome detailing in High-Gloss
- Instrument panel in Sensatec
- Galvano embellisher for controls
- 18" light alloy wheels V-spoke style 684
M SPORT.

M Sport interior equipment:
- M door sill finishers, illuminated
- Comfort seats in ‘exclusive Nappa Leather’ with line-specific stitching and leather piping
- M Leather steering wheel with multifunction buttons
- BMW Individual headliner anthracite
- Car key with exclusive M logo
- Interior trim finishers in fine-wood trim, ‘Fineline’ Cove with highlight trim finisher in Pearl Chrome
- Instrument panel in Sensatec
- Galvanic embellisher for controls

M Sport exterior equipment:
- BMW Kidney Grille with vertical slats in Black High-Gloss and grille frame in Chrome High-Gloss
- M Aerodynamics package with front apron, side skirts and rear apron with diffuser insert in Dark Shadow metallic
- M logo on the front side panels
- Side window surrounds, window recess finisher, B-pillar, mirror base and mirror foot in Black High-Gloss
- M Sport brake with brake callipers in Dark Blue metallic and M logo
- Tailpipe trim in Chrome, trapezoidal on both sides
- 19” M light alloy wheels Double-spoke style 647 M with mixed tyres
AS A PROUD BMW OWNER, ACCESSORIES ARE CUSTOMISED TO YOUR OWN INDIVIDUAL TASTE. NOW YOU CAN FURTHER ENHANCE YOUR DRIVING PLEASURE WITH ORIGINAL BMW ACCESSORIES AND PERSONALISE YOUR 6 SERIES GRAN TURISMO FOR A GREATER LEVEL OF LUXURY. CHOOSE FROM OUR WIDE RANGE OF ACCESSORIES SPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR THE INTERIOR, EXTERIOR, ENTERTAINMENT, CONNECTIVITY, TRAVEL AND COMFORT TO SUIT YOUR INDIVIDUAL NEEDS.
Exterior Mirror Caps, Carbon Fibre. The striking carbon fibre exterior mirror caps underscore the vehicle’s high-tech pedigree, adding an individual athletic touch.

M Performance Carbon tail pipe trim with eight-cylinder look. 8-cylinder look, carbon fibre cover and other characteristic design features make the tail pipe trim seem extremely solid and powerful. With embossed BMW M Performance lettering.

19” M Double-Spoke Light alloy wheel 647 M, Ferric Grey

20” M Double-Spoke Light alloy wheel 648 M

M Performance Drive Analyser. The Drive Analyser comprises of an on-board diagnostics stick and a smartphone app to collect and analyse a variety of technical driving data.

M Performance Alcantara Steering wheel with Carbon Fibre trim. Sporty design, enhanced grip: The steering wheel is fully covered with Alcantara. This high-quality material guarantees perfect grip and a satisfying feel - even when it is hot or cold. The trim in open-pore carbon with BMW M Performance is an individual eye-catcher.

Key Case, Alcantara/Carbon Fibre. The key case’s material mix of carbon fibre and Alcantara is highly captivating. With accents in BMW M Blue.

Side Films in Frozen Black. The Side Films in Frozen Black perfectly complement the vehicle’s design, underscoring its individual, athletic profile. With coloured BMW M Performance lettering.

M Performance Kidney Grille, Black. The High-Gloss Black Kidney Grille gives the front of the car an even more dynamic and athletic look. The glossy black surrounds make the air inlet appear more striking and bigger than ever.

M Performance floor mats, Front and Rear. No compromises, not even in the footwells. The BMW M Performance floor mats perfectly round out the upscale, dynamic appearance of the car’s interior. Premium look. Optimal traction.

M Performance Pedals and Footrest, Stainless Steel. Minimalist design, secure grip: Thanks to its high-quality stainless steel surface and asymmetrical tread design, the pedals and footrest add a dynamic, high-tech touch to the footwell.

M Performance Drive Analyser.
WHEELS AND TYRES.

19" Light alloy wheel Multi-Spoke 644, Ferric Grey

19" Light alloy wheel V-Spoke 685, Orbit Grey

18" Light alloy wheel Multi-Spoke 619, Reflective Silver

18" Light alloy wheel V-Spoke 684, Ferric Grey

UNIVERSAL ACCESSORIES.

Advanced Car Eye 2.0. A highly sensitive full-HD camera that captures events in front of and behind the car, even when it is parked. In the event of disturbances and extraordinary movement outside the vehicle, the camera automatically records the situation in order to document possible accidents or (attempted) break-ins.

LED Door Projectors. The innovative door projectors are automatically activated when the doors are opened. They project an image onto the ground next to the car using an interchangeable slide.

Illuminated Door Sill finisher. The premium BMW Door Sill finishers with illuminated BMW lettering automatically emit a gentle light when doors are opened.

Fitted Luggage Compartment Mat. The anti-slip, waterproof and durable mat with a border helps protect the luggage compartment.

Driver Utility Set. The driver utility set includes a selection of tools for various applications.

Mobility Set. With the intuitive BMW Mobility Set, damage on the tyre tread of less than 4 mm can be fixed.

Mud Flaps. Protect your vehicle and the car behind you against dirt and stone chips.

Alloys shown in the brochure are subject to availability.
**TRAVEL AND COMFORT ACCESSORIES.**

**Child Seat Underlay and Backrest Cover.** Foam padding made of high-quality, robust polyester fabric to protect the seat from soiling and pressure marks. Wipe with a damp cloth to clean. Including backrest cover. Quick and stable attachment.

**Travel & Comfort System – Clothes Hanger.**

The Travel & Comfort System clothes hanger in an attractive BMW design makes it possible to hang pieces of clothing on the rear side of the backrest.

**Travel & Comfort System – Base Carrier.** Provides an option to attach clothes hangers, a folding table, universal hooks or holders for GoPro cameras, iPads™ or Samsung Galaxy Tabs to the front seat headrest.

**Travel & Comfort System – Folding Table.**

**Travel & Comfort System – Universal Hook.**

The universal hook makes it possible to hang items of clothing or light bags on the rear side of the backrest, protecting them from dirt in the footwell.

**Travel & Comfort System – Universal Cradle.**

**Travel & Comfort System – Clothes Hanger.** The Travel & Comfort System clothes hanger in an attractive BMW design makes it possible to hang pieces of clothing on the rear side of the backrest.

**Baby Seat Group 0+.** The BMW Baby Seat Group 0+ with a five-point belt offers unsurpassed safety and comfort for babies up to approx. 13 kg (approx. 15 months old).

**Junior Seat Group 2/3.** The BMW Junior Seat Group 2/3 is the safe choice for children from approx. 12 months to 4 years old (approx. 9–18 kg).

**Junior Seat Group 1.** The BMW Junior Seat Group 1 is the safe choice for children from approx. 12 months to 4 years old (approx. 9–18 kg).

**Travel & Comfort System – Folding Table.**

**Travel & Comfort System – Universal Hook.**

**The Travel Set.** Includes a carry-on sized trolley suitcase and a carry bag that helps to create extra storage space in the rear seat. The luggage can be transported individually or stacked and secured with the safety belts. This feature locks to prevent theft.

**Child Seat Underlay and Backrest Cover.**

Foam padding made of high-quality, robust polyester fabric to protect the seat from soiling and pressure marks. Wipe with a damp cloth to clean. Including backrest cover. Quick and stable attachment.

**Travel & Comfort System – Clothes Hanger.**

The Travel & Comfort System clothes hanger in an attractive BMW design makes it possible to hang pieces of clothing on the rear side of the backrest.

**Travel & Comfort System – Base Carrier.** Provides an option to attach clothes hangers, a folding table, universal hooks or holders for GoPro cameras, iPads™ or Samsung Galaxy Tabs to the front seat headrest.

**Travel & Comfort System – Folding Table.**

**Travel & Comfort System – Universal Hook.**

The universal hook makes it possible to hang items of clothing or light bags on the rear side of the backrest, protecting them from dirt in the footwell.

**Travel & Comfort System – Universal Cradle.**

**Travel & Comfort System – Clothes Hanger.** The Travel & Comfort System clothes hanger in an attractive BMW design makes it possible to hang pieces of clothing on the rear side of the backrest.

**Baby Seat Group 0+.** The BMW Baby Seat Group 0+ with a five-point belt offers unsurpassed safety and comfort for babies up to approx. 13 kg (approx. 15 months old).

**Junior Seat Group 2/3.** The BMW Junior Seat Group 2/3 can be adjusted as the child grows and offers maximum safety and comfort for children aged approx. 3 to 12 years (approx. 15–36 kg).

**Junior Seat Group 1.** The BMW Junior Seat Group 1 is the safe choice for children from approx. 12 months to 4 years old (approx. 9–18 kg).

**Travel & Comfort System – Folding Table.**

**Travel & Comfort System – Universal Hook.**

**The Travel Set.** Includes a carry-on sized trolley suitcase and a carry bag that helps to create extra storage space in the rear seat. The luggage can be transported individually or stacked and secured with the safety belts. This feature locks to prevent theft.

*Only in conjunction with base carrier.*
BMW CAR CARE PRODUCTS.

THE ART
OF CAR CARE.

BMW Car Care Products are the BMW approved car cleaning products. Designed to keep your BMW in mint condition from the interior as well as the exterior. They also provide a protective shield against environmental conditions and preserve the high-quality finish of your vehicle.
EXTERIOR COLOURS.

Non-metallic
Alpine White

Metallic
Mineral White

Metallic
Glacier Silver

Metallic
Mediterranean Blue

Metallic
Royal Burgundy
Red brilliant effect

Metallic
Bluestone

INTERIOR COLOURS.

Leather 'Dakota'
Canberra Beige exclusive stitching/piping in contrast | Canberra Beige

Exclusive Leather 'Nappa' Mooska exclusive stitching/piping in contrast | Black/Dark Coffee

Leather 'Dakota'
Ivory White exclusive stitching/piping in contrast | Black/Dark Coffee

Exclusive Leather 'Nappa' Ivory exclusive stitching/piping in contrast | Black

Leather 'Dakota'
Cognac exclusive stitching/piping in contrast | Black

Leather 'Dakota'
Canberra Beige exclusive stitching/piping in contrast | Canberra Beige

For details on exterior and interior colour combinations, please contact your authorised BMW Dealer.
DIMENSIONS.
BMW EXTENDED WARRANTY AND SERVICE PACKAGES.

A BMW will run well when it’s kept well. And to make your journey one with complete peace of mind, we have packages under BMW Service and Repair Inclusive that take care of maintenance, inspection, wear and tear and warranty.

**BMW Service Inclusive (BSI)**

- A single up-front payment covers an extensive range of work on your BMW for a fixed period.
- Complete Cost Control
  - Integrate the cost of service work in your leasing and finance installments.
- Fully Flexible.
  - You have a choice of various packages with different durations and mileage. You can choose from 3 years with 40,000 km to 10 years with 2,00,000 km.
- Easily Transferable.
  - Consistent maintenance by trained BMW Service staff and the use of Original BMW Parts secure the value of your car in the long term. In case you sell your car, BMW Service Inclusive is automatically transferred to the next owner – an additional selling point.

**BMW Repair Inclusive (BRI)**

- BRI offers the ease of extending the warranty of your car with unlimited mileage up to 6 years.
- BRI too is automatically transferred to the next owner in the event of selling your car.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Inclusive Packages</th>
<th>Oil Inclusive</th>
<th>Service Inclusive Basic</th>
<th>Service Inclusive Plus</th>
<th>Repair Inclusive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scope of Services</td>
<td>Engine oil service</td>
<td>Engine oil service</td>
<td>Engine oil service</td>
<td>Engine oil service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All maintenance work, including any BMW/Original Parts and oil required.</td>
<td>Additional wear and tear repairs including any Original BMW Parts required.</td>
<td>Extension of your statutory right to claim for vehicle defects (warranty).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Wear & Tear**

- Engine oil service.
- Engine oil top-ups.
- Vehicle check and standard scopes.
- Service/replace air filter.
- Service/replace fuel filter.
- Service/replace micro filter.
- Service/replace spark plugs.
- Service/replace brake fluid.
- Replacement of front/rear brake pads.
- Replacement of front/rear brake discs.
- Replacement of clutch (if necessary).
- Replacement of wiper blades (once in a year).

**Maintenance**

- Extension of your statutory right to claim for vehicle defects (warranty).

**Future Proof.**

- BMW 360° Plan provides Assured Buyback value at the end of your finance contract.

For more information, contact the Finance and Insurance Manager at the nearest BMW Authorised Dealership.

---

**BMW FINANCIAL SERVICES.**

In the world of BMW, world-class isn’t limited to the vehicles we engineer. It also finds its way into the services we offer. BMW Financial Services is the most flexible and efficient way to realise your dream of owning a BMW. Our goal is to make your financing experience seamless at every step of your purchase so that nothing comes between you and the joy of driving your BMW.

At BMW Financial Services, you are assured of:

- Tailor-made finance options, as per your specific needs.
- Quick approvals with fast turnaround time.
- Special loyalty benefits.
- Part payment facility.
- In-house call centre that provides the best-in-class customer interaction.

The BMW 6 Series Gran Turismo comes with an exclusive BMW 360° Plan. It has benefits at every step of the way, all to ensure sheer driving pleasure.

**Easy to Buy.**

- The BMW 360° Plan allows you to pay low monthly installments as you only pay for what you use.

**Easy to Own.**

- BMW offers various options under service and maintenance packages which further reduce your cost of ownership.

**Future Proof.**

- The BMW 360° Plan provides Assured Buyback value at the end of your finance contract.

For more information, contact the Finance and Insurance Manager at the nearest BMW Authorised Dealership.
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